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#11 = “Judgment” of God’s Wrath       
Exposed in the Media 

as signified in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System  
 

Dating Prophecy: “Solstice 2017- (5778)”  
 

Many forbidden Knowledge facts are now discovered in 
thousand YouTube videos published on a free Web. But why is 
Truth still treaded like a needle in a haystack? Will it be allowed 
in Babushka Concept Eggs connected to the Torah-Bible?  

Truth will continue to be revealed until the Web is gone. Why is 
it still ignored by atheistic global universities and censored in a 
public town square controlled by a New World Order? 
However a free Web published for 10 years 14 Babushka egg 
concept books and many Pearls announcing YHWH Wrath 
linked like in ancient times and to a Jonah-II Warnings now 
dated too using honest science facts for the skeptic. It projected 
that my life may end this year or perhaps if I survived the 
Apocalypse which was decided by ELOHIM before I was born.  
God appointed many special witnesses in every century to 
reveal Truth on a higher level. Many divine Bible-Truths were 
testified in a public town square arena or churches linked to an 
embedded metaphysic domain controlling nature matching 
prophecy uncovered outside the control of mankind. That was 
recognized under a penname Jonah-II linked to a 6000-year-old 
Torah-Bible. Daniel chapter (2) in the Bible describes a stone 
from heaven destroying this generation civilization to totally 
perish which will grow to a huge mountain - God’s Kingdom 
on earth to last 1000 years. Will it take place after Solstice 
2017AD testified by hundreds of Bible and science witnesses?    
Any appointed witness will leave portion of revealed truth to 
pass on to the next generation to keep the lights on in darkness. 
But this time God selected an educated scientist-inventor for a 
last judgment warning how this civilization will end, please read 
his - An Epitaph of the Big Energy Fish from Jonah-II 
Warnings, Pearl #248. I hope your own life finale will match 
the Bible and believe that Yeshua-Jesus is the King of Kings 
now returning in power again shaking the earth in judgment.  
To make a case for Truth, perhaps I could end my story. In a 
world of mass production one shoe-maker exhibited a number 
of handcrafted, absolutely perfect pairs of shoes. The shoes were 
lacquered blue, shining brightly. It was his pride and joy, a 
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master model to show what was forgotten in our society. At the 
end he gave it away free to some in need.  
In the tussle a poor refugee got a hold of one shoe. He had never 
owned a priceless possession, but he could not find the other 
matching shoe. He desperately looked everywhere, but being 
poor, he did not remove the blue shoe he had while searching 
for the other. Soon it was noticed wherever he went. Everybody 
wondered. Some questioned why he would wear one blue shoe? 
 It soon was in the NEWS, and more people searched for the 
missing shoe. In church they started to pray as Jesus said, “Ask 
and it will be given to you.” To end this parallel story, our 
society is destined to perish for grossly violating YHWH’s 
cosmic laws and so destroying his creation. They are hell-bent 
to wipe out all life on earth with hi-tech, ignoring the laws of 
unforgiving nature. Mankind was destined to live yet another 
1000 years, however this time without evil.  
To help searching for a missing blue shoe a scientist collected 
many facts in Babushka eggs. The missing shoe was found 
using a consolidated world calendars and dated after Solstice 
2017. But many still wonder if the earth-wobble really came to 
rest on 21 December 2012? Much of science is just mass 
produced imitation of lies and deception, but soon YHWH will 
present you with the missing blue shoe looking for Truth.  
His creation will once more shine brightly in a perfect 
restoration compared to a mass produced demolished nature. 
Life will balance again for a perfect walk by a master model 
shoemaker replacing imitations. In the meantime could watch 
some biased world views but to be better informed in Bible 
prophecy documented 70 times on “THAT DAY” by (4) Old 
Testament prophets matching Daniel & Revelation. 

 
Hurry, soon the Web is gone and copy forbidden 

 Pearls: #248, #270, #276, #888 
or some shorter  

Pearlettes - Energy Dummies Lesson – 
 to spice your appetite. 


